Green Paper: Business Plan - Blockchain & Tokenomics
ETV TOKEN: MY ELECTRIC TOKENIZED VEHICLES

Overview
ETV TOKEN is the native token (smart contracts in BEP-20 & Cardano) of
electric tokenized vehicles ( www.myetv.io ), starting with motorcycles, to later
advance with any other electric vehicle, such as cars, minitrucks, trucks,
buses, passenger drones, and so on; conceptualized under the idea to
represent a community of proprietors using blockchain technology.
ETV TOKEN cryptocurrency is backed by the same electric vehicles that will provide
parcel and transportation services to individuals and organizations generating an
income in fiat currency, which we consider to be a robust and decentralized method
of value exchange using accounting units that are for family use.
In the near future, ETV TOKEN, will add to its circulating assets electric cars from
the most recognized brands of the world, electric buses and any other electric
vehicles (example: passenger drones - electric flying vehicles), that will provide more
transportation services generating more income in fiat money.
Innovation with blockchain technology is based on a global, auditable, decentralized
and cryptographically secured ledger.
All asset-backed token issuers and other market participants can take advantage of
blockchain technology, along with built-in consensus systems, to transact in fiat
currencies, family and business-use assets with less volatility.
To maintain responsibility and ensure stability in the exchange price, we propose a
method based on a ratio that divides the Circulating ETV tokens to the number of
electric tokenized vehicles in circulation, this will maintain a descending support
relationship - since We will receive fiat money from operating income (logistic
operators) to provide more liquidity for cryptocurrency ETV TOKEN, and its
associated electric assets to the everyday world.
This method will use Binance Smart Chain, proof of stake and other audit methods to
demonstrate that issued and outstanding ETV Tokens will always be backed up.

All rights reserved for Big Labs International S.A.S Benefit Society in Collective Interest.
Total or partial reproduction prohibited
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LONG-TERM INVESTING IN ETV TOKEN: My electric Tokenized Vehicles (ETV)
for eco-sustainable transportation and parcel delivery services, by replacing
Gasoline-powered vehicles with our electric tokenized ones.
Obtain constant capital gain in the market value of the ETV TOKEN, in addition
we will implement a STAKING (proof of stake) with interests that will surpass
20% APY in ETV TOKENS
Long, medium and short term business:
At BIG LABS INTERNATIONAL SAS SOCIEDAD DE BENEFICIO E INTERES
COLECTIVO, established in the City of Guayaquil, Ecuador, we develop a concept in
the short, medium and long term, in several Phases that will include many dApps;
all of the focused in parcer and transportation services in electric tokenized vehicles;
therefore we need, in a first phase;
to buy 88 electric tokenized motorcycles and 50 long range electric tokenized
Cargo Vans (that will be operated under strict terms and conditions).
We have already deployed our first native Token ETV-TOKEN on two main
blockchain networks: BEP-20 Binance Smart Chain network and on the
CARDANO blockchain network.
ETV TOKEN: My Electric Tokenized Vehicle.- Investors will acquire ETV Tokens of
the system, the more tokens circulate in the market, more coverage of electric
vehicles will circulate in our cities, less CO2 emissions and a BETTER PLANET
for all humanity.
ETV TOKEN
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ETV TOKENS
KEY SUPPLIERS
ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLES
Up to now, our main supplier is the Lvneng E-Bike Company located in Changzhou
city, Jiangsu province 160 km from Shanghai, China, which in turn has among its list
of suppliers of parts and pieces to renowned brands and world recognition such as
They are Samsung, Bosch, Shimano, among others; in the production and assembly
process of the electric motorcycles that we are tokenizing.
https://www.lvnengebike.com/landpage_Electric-Motorcycle.html

MAIN COMPONENTS:
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INITIAL FLEET OF 88 MOTORCYCLES

HIGH BRIGHTNESS LED LIGHTS AND LCD DISPLAYS
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, CHARACTERISTICS AND AUTONOMY OF
ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLES "ETV TOKEN BIKES"
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BATTERIES AND ELECTRIC MOTOR OF THE “ETV TOKEN MOTORCYCLES”
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AUTONOMY
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Technical Specifications of the Electric Motor ZERO Emissions of the "ETV
TOKEN MOTORCYCLES"

THE PROBLEM.● It is the obligation of ALL citizens to comply with one or more of the O.D.S
(Sustainable Development Goals) established in the 2030 Agenda by leaders
of the United Nations member countries.
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/es/development-agenda/
● We are sure that there is a high demand for delivery-type parcel services as a
result of the global health crisis caused by the covid19 pandemic.
● 8 Predictions for 2030 by the World Economic Forum.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzdCTyMWQBs&feature=emb_title
● In addition, the considerable and constant increase in CO2 emissions emitted
by the vehicles that are currently used for the transportation and parcel
services, due to the notable increase in demand in the reference model.
● Employment generation
● The need to generate income safely from home.
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THE SOLUTION.We offer to meet part of the current high demand for the transportation and parcel
service, unleashed in part by the pandemic, by replacing gasoline-powered vehicles
with Electric vehicles, with the advantage and responsibility acquired that we will
reduce CO2 emissions while we meet this goal, by marking ourselves and complying
with one or more of the the Sustainable Development Goals proposed in the
2030 Agenda by the United Nations.
Without a doubt, the BLOCKCHAIN technology will increase users and followers,
therefore we know that our model will benefit the PLANET. Likewise, we will allow
the entire user community to have the opportunity to benefit financially from the
constant use of the system, through investment in SMART CONTRACTS ETV
TOKENS BEP-20, improving the economic situation of users who wish to belong to
the TOKENIZED ECOSYSTEM and decentralized we offer.
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OUR VERTICAL BUSINESS ALLIANCES:
PROTIME SAS Company (founded in 2020) - Operator of Electric
Tokenized Vehicles.
Executive Summary
Alejandro Cedeño and Pedro Vargas are 2 digital entrepreneurs who, after 2 weeks
of starting the pandemic, observed the need for a focused delivery service for retail
companies and thus founded Spidy making deliveries (the same day) in record time,
maintaining an experience of purchase from the end user.
The approach is to incentivize commerce in the midst of the pandemic so that
companies continue to sell without worrying about the logistics operation and can
provide their customers with a memorable shopping experience.
Their daily operation sends everything from small products such as a cell phone
charger to refrigerators and furniture, all this they do with the deployment of their
flexible fleet (motorcycles, vans and trucks) to any destination in the city. They
currently maintain operations in Guayaquil, Quito and in the coming weeks in
Cuenca.
Their accelerated growth has led them to work with the most representative brands
in the country in each category, thus demonstrating their ability to provide solutions
for the last mile and chain supply.
In a near future Spidi will be a decentralized Application whose functionality is the
Parcel Service using only Electric Motorcycles and Electric Cargo Vans, the
same ones that represent the REAL ASSETS in circulation that will support the ETV
Tokens (BEP-20) using BLOCKCHAIN protocols and IOT.
Spidy will operate the tokenized vehicles, it is important to mention that we can make
more alliances with other operators, in order to provide home parcel delivery and
transportation services with electric tokenized vehicles.
By using ONLY electric vehicles to provide the transportation and parcel services,
gives us the great opportunity with advantages of being able to take care of the
Planet being eco-friendly in each parcel or transportation service, #ProPlanetDapp
#BetterEarth #ForAllMankind as our vehicles (fleet) by not using fossil fuel will
reduce CO2 emissions for each delivery made, based on a multi-faceted universal
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benefit imperative for the continued democratization of economic equity and
environmental responsibility.

BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION: CONNECTING ETV TOKEN to our Planet.
★ Spidy will offer ecomobility when providing the service, since it is a vertical
business integration of our organization, in a near future it will have access to
only electric vehicles for this purpose, through the sale of ETV TOKEN
(BEP-20).
★ Redistribution of income in ETV TOKEN, due to the fact that we will use a
consensus algorithm POS Proof of Stake, which has as main objective to
remunerate in ETV Tokens with a APY that will surpass 20% to Seed Sale
Token Holders and a near future to Staking Token Holders.
★ ETV token (BEP-20) will be highly liquid, that is, it can be exchanged in
international markets of value digital assets for any fiat currency in circulation
in the world.
★ Reduction of CO2, since our alliances are unlimited, and we focus on
eco-mobility with 100% electric vehicles, which will be simultaneously charged
with renewable energies, we will be able to progressively replace a large
number of internal combustion vehicles that our allied competition currently
uses to this service, as a matter of fact we are going to be able to provide
others operators with our electric tokenized vehicles.
★ Our supply of 369,000,000 million ETV tokens (BEP-20) and 369,000,000
million ETV tokens (Cardano) for a total of 738,000,000 (Proof of
Stake-coming soon), will make it possible for a large number of vehicles
Electric vehicles (motorcycles, cars, passenger drones, etc.) come into
circulation connected with ETV token in the coming years.
★ Last and foremost of all the benefits is that through the constant and growing
use of ETV Token we will enable more people to collaborate in the challenging
task of having a “Better Planet for all humanity” by improving climate
change impacts.

COMPLIANCE ETV TOKEN (BEP-20 & CARDANO).
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Among the complex and important tasks to be carried out by the ETV Token
Compliance team are the following:
AXIS 1: EXTERNAL SUPPLIERS: DEX AND CEX
● ETV token (BEP-20 & CARDANO) deploy review at:
○ Uniswap - DEX
○ Binance - CEX
○ Binance Launchpad - CEX
○ Pancake swap - DEX
○ Among others.
● Review of contracts with:
○ Providers
○ National and Foreign Marketing and Public Relations Agencies
○ Influencers
○ Community Managers
○ Freelancers
○ Among others.

AXIS 2: DEVELOPMENT OF ETV TOKEN - External Compliance
● Copyright licenses:
○ Customize a proprietary license for token development staging
(BEP-20 & CARDANO)
● Analyze the compatibility of FOSS licenses for issuing the token:
○ Solidity
○ Python
○ Huskell
○ And all the necessary ones.
● Privacy impact analysis:
○ Carry out a Data Protection Impact Analysis (DPIA), to identify and
mitigate risks, in accordance with the GDPR and relevant regulations
and integrate the Business plan.
● Data protection policies:
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○ Carry out the personal data protection policy for all web resources (2.0,
3.0)
● Anti Money laundering & Combating the Finance of Terrorism – AML/CFT
rules:
○ Protocols for Anti-Money Laundering and Combating Terrorism
Financing in strict compliance in the EU and the rest of the world for
financial activities and legality of funds:
■ Confirm the need for accreditation for individuals and the
company, regarding Regulation 2015/847 and latest restrictions
for third countries.
● IT contracts and terms of use:
○ Drafting of contracts for web platforms (2.0; 3.0)

AXIS 3: INTERNAL PROCESSES
● Draft contracts (English - Spanish) for the following activities:
○ Confidentiality agreements
○ Arbitration
○ Trading (activities outside exchanges)
○ Lending (activities outside exchanges)
○ Others. Any contract that is required in ETV TOKEN examples:
■ Know-how transfer
■ Rental of financial assets
■ Among others.
● Business Impact Analysis (BIA) - risk management.
○ Carry out a business continuity analysis and disaster recovery plan in
light of comprehensive risk management.
● General and specific contributions regarding LEGAL-TECH for the Business
Plan.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
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INTRODUCTION
There is a wide range of digital assets of value in the world that people freely choose as
stores of value, a transactional medium or a short, medium or long-term investment.
We believe that Binance Smart Chain and Cardano blockchains are excellent technology,
that they have been evolving since their launch several years ago, and they are also
inexpensive (GAS) to transact, store and account for these valuable digital assets.
Most estimates [1] measure world wealth at around $ 250 trillion with much of that wealth
held by banks or related financial institutions.
The migration of these assets to the Binance Smart Chain and Cardano blockchains
represent a great investment opportunity, since they would increase their market volume.
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created as "large decentralized accounting systems
(auditable information highways) through which the so-called SMART CONTRACTS with
value circulate which are based on a cryptographic test, instead of trust centralized, allowing
two stakeholders to transact directly with each other without the need for a trusted third
party"
Bitcoin (Pioneer Father - Blockchain # 1)
He created a new class of digital currency, a decentralized digital currency or cryptocurrency,
from which other digital currencies were derived, in addition to the aforementioned smart
contracts.
Currently all these technological developments in the blockchain are generally framed under
various denominations known as CRYPTOS, Digital Assets of Value, Virtual Financial
Assets, Cryptocurrencies, Utility Tokens, Security Tokens, Asset and Equity Tokens, among
others; each with its own custom configuration and functionality.

ADVANTAGES
Some of the main advantages of CRYPTO ASSETS are:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Low transaction costs.
International transferability and convertibility without borders.
Ownership and exchange without intermediaries.
Pseudo anonymity.
Real-time transparency.
Real-time auditability.
Immunity to the problems of the legacy banking system.
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ACTUAL FACTS
Common explanations for the current limited general use of Crypto Assets include:
➢ Volatile price fluctuations
➢ Inadequate understanding of technology by the mass market.
➢ Insufficient ease of use for non-technical users.

The idea of crypto assets linked to real assets was initially popularized in the Bitcoin
community by the 2 Mastercoin whitepaper written by JR Willett in January 2012.
Today, we are starting to see these ideas built with BitAssets, Ripple, Omni, Nxt, NuShares /
Bits, ETV token, and others.
It should be noted that all serious crypto asset wallet and exchange platforms (such as
Binance, Huobi, Coinbase, Bitfinex, and Coinapult) that allow you to maintain value as fiat
currency already provide a similar service in the sense that users can avoid the volatility of a
particular CRYPTO ASSET by selling them (Trade) for fiat currency, gold or other asset.
In addition, almost all types of existing financial institutions, payment providers, etc., that
allow to maintain fiduciary value (or other supporting assets) will subsequently provide a
similar service.
In this blue paper we focus on applications where fiat value is stored and transmitted with
open source software, cryptographically secure and using distributed ledger or blockchain
technology, that is, ETV Token a true Crypto Asset.
In our solution, MIXED Crypto Assets (backed by electric vehicles and Fiat money) are
called ETV TOKEN.
All ETVs will initially be issued on the Binance Smart Chain blockchain through the BEP-20
protocol, in parallel they will be issued on the Cardano Blockchain network; and therefore
they exist as a Crypto Asset Token.
Each unit or partial unit of ETV in circulation will be backed by electric vehicles and fiat
money based on a tokenomic management index, the same one that will always be
published on our website www.myetv.io and that results between the division of the ETV
Tokens in circulation for the Electric tokenized Vehicles in circulation, we fully trust that this
index will always be descending and the responsibility of appropriate budget execution
corresponds to both Big Labs International SAS BIC and its operator Spidy SAS Society of
Benefit and Collective Interest and its executives.
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ETV token will be highly liquid and may be redeemable for the underlying fiat currency in
accordance with the terms of service, or if the holder prefers the equivalent cash value in
BNB, ADA or any other cryptocurrency..
Once the ETV tokens have been issued, they can be transferred, stored, spent or staked as
such as BNB, ADA or any other Crypto Asset with Proof of Stake consensus algorithm STAKING - coming soon).
The MIXED system of reserves (electric tokenized vehicles and fiat money) has made the
properties of the Crypto Asset ETV have wide advantages over any other Crypto Asset
currently on the market, giving an extreme feeling of joy to its developers and their entire
team.
Our implementation has the following advantages over other crypto assets linked to fiat
money:
➢ ETV Token exists in the Binance Smart Chain and Cardano blockchain, the same
ones that have been evolving, learning from their mistakes for good in the course of
recent years, proving effectiveness and cost efficiency with open source software that
run as Smart contracts in decentralized databases.
➢ ETV Token can be used as Ethereum, BNB or Bitcoin, that is, in a pseudo
anonymous p2p, in a decentralized environment and also cryptographically secure.
➢ ETV inherits the properties of two protocols BSC and Cardano which include:
○ Decentralized exchange
○ Wallet encryption
○ Open source browser-based and dApps
○ Transparency
○ Responsibility
○ Multi-party security
○ Reporting functions based on Cardano and BNB.
➢ Users can buy or sell as many ETVs as they want, quickly and with very low fees,
either on the BSC Network or on the Cardano Network.
➢ ETV Token will not face high-risk fluctuations in the market as it will have tools to deal
with events such as Black Swan, crunchy liquidity, etc., since its two reserve assets
(electric tokenized vehicles and fiat money) will always remain with an ascending
trend with respect to the number of electric vehicles purchased, which in turn will
make the Tokenomic management index downward, which is positive in tokenomic
matters, since it translates to a greater number of vehicles in circulation with the
same amount of tokens on offer; improving the RATIO continuously; instead of
relying on market forces.
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➢ Other exchanges, wallets, and merchants are encouraged to contact us about
integrating USDT Tether as a substitute for traditional fiat payment methods.
➢ We recognize that our implementation is not perfectly decentralized since Tether acts
as a centralized custodian of reserve assets (although in circulation it exists as a
decentralized digital currency). However, we believe that this implementation lays the
foundation for building future innovations that will eliminate these weaknesses,
creating a solid platform for new products and services, as well as supporting the
long-term growth and utility of the Cardano and BSC blockchain. .
➢ Some of these innovations include:
○ Facilitation of mobile payments between users and other parties, including
general users and merchants
○ Instant or near-instant transfer of fiat value between decentralized parties
(such as multiple exchanges).
○ Introduction to the use of Smart Contracts (BEP-20 AND CARDANO) and
multi-signature capabilities to further enhance the overall security process,
Proof of Stake, backup assets and enable features.

Technological Stack and Process.
Each unit of ETV issued in circulation will be backed by electric vehicles and fiat money
based on a tokenomic management index, the same one that will always be published on
our website WWW.MYETV.IO and that results between the division of the ETV Tokens in
circulation for Assets (Electric TOKENIZED vehicles in circulation), we fully trust that this
index will always be descending and the responsibility for the appropriate budget execution
corresponds to Big Labs International SAS BIC and its operator Spidy SAS Society of
Benefit and Collective Interest and its executives.
This risk is mitigated with a simple implementation that collectively reduces the complexity of
conducting both fiduciary and cryptographic audits while increasing the security, probability,
and transparency of these audits.
ETV Token Stacks: Technological, operational and Financial
The ETV Token Technology Stack has 4 layers and numerous features, which are best
understood through a diagram. Here's a review of each layer:
1. The first layers of the Binance Smart Chain and Cardano blockchains, where the
Smart contracts BEP-20 and Cardano has been deployed. The transactions of the
ETV token in which it is integrated as metadata through the consensus system
integrated by staking..
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2. This conditional layer is the BEP-20 protocol for the Binance Smart Chain network
and Cardano network. Fundamental technologies to be able to:
a. Grant (create) and revoke (destroy) digital tokens represented as embedded
metadata on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Cardano blockchain; or in
another case, digital tokens linked to fiat money or to Tether (USDT).
b. Traceability and reports of the circulation of ETV tokens
c. Allow users to transact and store ETV and other assets / tokens in a:
i.
P2p environment, pseudo anonymous and cryptographically secure.
ii.
Encrypted, browser-based, open source web wallet: Trust Wallet and
Metamask
iii.
Offline multi-signature cold storage support system.
3. The third layer is Big Labs International S.A.S Sociedad de Beneficio e Interés
Colectivo, our commercial entity mainly responsible for:
a. Accept fiat currency deposits and issue the corresponding ETV.
b. Sending fiduciary withdrawals and revocation of the corresponding ETV.
c. Technological management of the Blockchain Architecture.
d. Acquiring the electric tokenized vehicles
e. Budget management for properly funding allocation.
4. The fourth layer is PROTIME SAS (Spidy - Logistic Operator)
a. Operational and financial administration of Spidy.
b. Operational management of the assets for daily use (electric tokenized
vehicles in addition to the management of the fiat currency reserves that back
all the ETVs in circulation.
Cash flow process
There are six steps in the ETV life cycle, best understood through a diagram:
Step 1: The user transfers crypto currency to the corporate wallet account of
BIG LABS INTERNATIONAL SAS BIC..
Step 2: BIG LABS INTERNATIONAL SAS BIC generates and credits the
user's ETV account. ETV Token goes into circulation.
(Depending on the stage in which SEED, PRIVATE, PUBLIC is purchased)
For example: August 16, 2021
ETV TOKEN SEED SALE
=
$ 3.0000 USDT / ETV
Step 3: Users WILL KEEP THEIR ETV TOKENS in their wallets for the period
established in the vending period, except for the public sale stage, which
does not require hodling, that is, it does not have a vending period.
Step 4: User can transfer, exchange and store ETV via p2p with our own
verde wallet ( www.verdewallet.io ) and coming soon with Yoroi wallet.
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Step 5: In the near future users will be able to exchange their ETV TOKENS
for BTC- ETH-USDT-ADA in the main exchanges of the World
Step 6: Users can obtain ETV outside of the aforementioned process through
exchange houses already mentioned in step 5. Once the ETV goes into
circulation, it can be freely negotiated between any company or individual. For
example, users can buy ETV Token on exchanges, our mission is to continue
increasing the offer with more pairs in more exchange houses.
The main concept to be conveyed by the flow of funds diagram is that Big Labs International
SAS BIC, is for now the only authorized institution that can issue ETV Tokens and put them
in circulation or in failing that, remove them from circulation (Burn Tokens). For any
technological inquiry, contact William J. San Andrés de la Torre at +593968831485 or
bigbilly@myetv.io
Implementation weaknesses
We understand that our implementation does not create a Crypto Assets system
immediately, mainly because users must trust our company, Spidy (Software), ETV Token
Smart Contracts, and all the Stakeholders of our Organization.
The inherited banking institution, in our case Banco Produbanco del Grupo PROmerica, will
be the custodian of a part of the reserve assets (Fiduciary Currency). However, almost all
exchange houses and Wallets (assuming they have USD fiat money) are subject to the
same weaknesses.
Users of these services are already subject to these risks. Summary of the weaknesses of
our approach:
● Big Labs International SAS BIC could go bankrupt.
● Spidy SAS BIC could go bankrupt.
● Our Bank could become insolvent
● Our Bank may freeze or confiscate the funds
● We could run away with the reserve funds
● Decentralized risk to a single point failure, note that almost all exchanges and wallets
digital currencies (assuming they have USD / fiat) already face many of these
challenges. Therefore, users of these services are already subject to these risks.

Below is a description of how each of these concerns is being addressed.
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We could go bankrupt in this case, the company (s) BIG LABS INTERNATIONAL OR Spidy
SAS BIC would go bankrupt but customer funds would be safe, and afterwards, all ETV
TOKENS will remain redeemable.
Companies have focused on crypto assets rather than bank accounts. Since all existing ETV
tokens (Smart Contracts), they can be stored by people directly through the protection of
their private keys in their wallets.
Our bank could become insolvent, this is a risk faced by all users of the traditional financial
and securities exchange system..
Additional banking partners are being established in other jurisdictions to further mitigate this
concern.
We could run away with reserve assets (electric vehicles and fiat money) And for this GPS,
all our vehicles will have the latest generation GPS, in addition we are making a long-term
strategic alliance with the company BAHNLINK CORP for the administration of the
monitoring center of all our future FLEET OF electric tokenized vehicles at a regional level.
The corporate bylaws of Spidy SAS BIC are public and can be found within the page of the
Superintendency of Companies of the Republic of Ecuador, as well as the names of its
shareholders, administrators, locations and reputations.
Ownership of the account is legally bound by corporate bylaws.
Transfers into or out of the bank account will have the associated trace, in addition they have
a double signature security protocol and comply with the internal policy processes issued by
the Compliance department of Spidy SAS B.I.C.
If you have any doubts, questions or comments, please contact us: info@myetv.io .
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Contract ETV TOKEN BEP-20
0xc39e744695a537f5088d4756efb4c6376e388938
Link BSC SCAN
https://bscscan.com/address/0xc39e744695a537f5088d4756efb4c6376e388938#code

Contract ETV TOKEN CARDANO
Link CARDANO SCAN
https://cardanoscan.io/tokenPolicy/24240b2139f524aa664ba2ba84cd8c0c4baf2fad93ed544
7d8d7a4a4

Financial systems can be complicated, risky, time consuming, and expensive.
Some of these problems include:
● Identification of the appropriate payment providers for your exchange
● Irreversible transactions, fraud protection, lower fees, etc.
● Integrate the platform with banks that have APIs.
● Link with these banks, coordinate compliance, security and build trust.
● Prohibitive costs for small value transfers
● Several days for international bank transfers to settle.
● Low and unfavorable currency conversion fees
By offering ETV Token as a valuable asset, an exchange can alleviate the above
complications with additional benefits, such as:
● Accept crypto fiats as a deposit / withdrawal / storage method instead of using a bank
as a service and payment provider.
● It allows users to move fiat in and out of the exchange house more freely, quickly and
economically.
● Easily add other fiat currencies as trading pairs to the platform.
● Secure customer assets only through accepted cryptographic processes.
● Multi-signature security, hot and cold wallets, Ledger wallets, and more
● Easier and more secure auditing in a pure crypto environment
● Anything that can be done with ADA or BNB as an exchange can be done with ETV
Token
● Increasing number of insolvency events that can be quite dangerous. As previously
mentioned, we believe that the use of ETV Token exposes exchange house users to
lower counterparty risk by maintaining a balance between ETV / USD / USDT / ADA /
BNB backing assets, among others.
In addition, there are other benefits of having ETV, explained in the next section.
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General Users
There are many types of individual CARDANO and / or BNB users in the world today.
From the stores (Delivery Stores)
Looking to make a profit on a daily basis; In its operations we could also encourage
long-term investors who seek to store their ETV TOKENS for their retirement.
The best philosophical users seeking to change the world; to those who seek remittance of
payments globally more efficiently; for those in third world countries seeking access to
financial services for the first time; to developers looking to create new technologies; to all
those who have found many uses for ADA and / or BNB. For each of these individuals, we
believe that ETV Tokens and their future dApps will be similarly useful.
For merchants
Merchants want to focus on their business, not payments.
Ubiquitous and inexpensive payment solutions continue to affect merchants around the
world both large and small.
Merchants deserve more.
From the Drivers (Future Blue Army)
Drivers with zero emissions proplan behavior in their deliveries or in any other service that
we provide as Spidy
From Token Holders (future process of Staking)
For the most experts in blockchain, having their tokens in Staking and only monetizing their
income by staking, that is, the minimum necessary is a very beneficial opportunity since we
will make the Proof of Stake or Proof of Stake Consensus algorithm available.
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ALGORITHM OF APPLIED CONSENSUS
PROOF OF STAKE (STAKING)
Concept.- Proof of Stake (PoS), is a
consensus protocol created to replace
the well-known Proof of Work providing
better security and scalability to
BLOCKCHAIN
networks
that
implement it.
The Proof of Stake is one of the two
most widely used consensus protocols
in blockchain technology. Its English
name is Proof of Stake. From there
derive the acronym PoS, with which it
is commonly known.
Source: Instagram @binance
The objective of this algorithm, as in
PoW Proof of Work, is to create consensus among all the parts that make up the
blockchain (BLOCKCHAIN).
The nodes that mine in PoS are called Validators.
HOW MUCH, WHEN AND HOW DO TOKENS HOLDERS WIN WITH STAKING?
Using our Proof of Stake Algorithm (STAKING) ETV Token Holders earn every
month, the formula intelligently and equitably distributes 9% per year in NEW ETV
TOKENS calculated on the amount of ETV tokens that TOKEN HOLDERS have put
into the process of STAKING.
These new tokens are discounted from a Wallet with a budget assigned solely and
exclusively for the payment of STAKING, which will be detailed later in this
document.
It is important to BUDGET the amount of ETV Tokens that will be assigned to each
wallet, it is also important to detail the Token Allocation to avoid the oversupply of
TOKENS.
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TOKENOMICS
ASSET TOKENIZATION MASTER BUDGETS.
The asset tokenization master budgets is the first step in an economic Token
process, planning the issuance in time, start and end dates of Token sales, vesting
periods, placement in the market, distribution, airdrops, staking, development team,
etc of the new tokens (BEP-20) so that in this way the relationship between all the
electric tokenized vehicles circulating divided to the circulating tokens is always
a decreasing relationship, requiring fewer tokens for each of the real assets
such as motorcycles and electric cars in circulation connected to ETV TOKEN
(BEP-20) also in circulation.
It is also important to budget for the amount of new TOKENS that will be distributed
for the use of the P.O.S Proof of Stake Algorithm and that will be delivered to all
Token holders.
In this specific model, each Token will represent ASSETS or system assets and it is
imperative that the maximum number of tokens to be issued (MAX SUPPLY) be
specified, once the maximum amount strategically planned and authorized has been
reached, no more tokens will be issued and at this time It fulfills the formula MAX
Supply = Circulating Supply, the same one that is planned to be fulfilled in 2036.

MAX SUPPLY (BEP-20 & CARDANO)
MAX SUPPLY BEP-20: It is the maximum amount planned and authorized

369.000.000,000000000000000000 ETV TOKENS

(BEP-20)

13 years from now until 2035.

MAX SUPPLY CARDANO (2022 - 2023): It is the maximum amount planned and
authorized

369.000.000,000000000000000000
(CARDANO) 13 years from now until 203
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ETV TOKENS SALES FUNDING ALLOCATION
The funds that we are going to allocate for the growth of the project will be
distributed in the following proportion:
50%

Acquisition of Electric Vehicles for Fleet expansion (ETV ELECTRIC
VEHICLES) and charging stations.

20%

Future Developments, platform improvements and decentralized
Applications for the continuous expansion of the ETV Token ecosystem

20%

Marketing and Public Relations for constant awareness in PRO-PLANET of
the ETV Token ecosystem

5%

Legal, patents and Compliance.

3%

Crypto Assets Reserves

2%

Unforeseen events not included in the Business Plan

100%

Total to be distributed

ETV TOKENS BEP-20 / ELECTRIC TOKENIZED VEHICLES
RATIO
It results from the division between the quantity of ETV TOKENS BEP-20 in
circulation and the quantity of ETV electric tokenized vehicles purchased and / or
circulating.
As of today the relationship is as follows:
● ETV Tokens BEP-20 circulating:
● ETV Electric Motorbikes purchased POC:
RATIO = N/A
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FUTURE INNOVATIONS
ETV TOKENS
INTERNET OF THINGS (I.O.T) & MICRO-MINING
Our R&D team, actually in the researching stage has considered that with
Blockchain & IOT technology we can use all the energy generated by circulating
electric tokenized vehicles so that they execute Micromining algorithms as a Proof of
Work algorithm to braking, accelerating and while riding, we have called this concept
“Mining while riding”.
ELISHA DAPP: PHASE 2
It is a decentralized application whose main function is to provide the service of
motorcycles and electric cars with a micro-renting business model, pay to use and
forget about monthly bills.

ELUXXI DAPP: PHASE 3
It is a decentralized application whose main function is to tokenize 100% electric
vehicles to provide a more comfortable automated, autonomous executive luxury
transportation service by air and land.
CONCLUSION
By buying and hodleing ETV TOKEN (BEP-20) you will be helping the Planet by
reducing CO2 emissions, PLUS you will also be part of the world's largest parcel and
transportation ecosystem (ETV TOKEN Electric tokenized vehicles and the future
DAPPs and as such you will generate income (STAKING) and capital gains with ETV
TOKEN that translate into a better quality of life and a better Planet Earth.
We are focused on organizing integrations with existing businesses with the best
mobility technology and blockchain asset markets. We expect to integrate our
businesses with suppliers, exchange houses, merchants and others, and so our
Ecosystem can grow sustainably for a future better world.
Please contact us for more information. bigbilly@myetv.io
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“A Better Earth For All ManKind”

“Innovations for a better World”

William José San Andrés de la Torre, Mba
Founder: ETV TOKEN bigbilly@myetv.io
CEO & CTO: Big Labs International SAS BIC
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TEAM MEMBERS
ETV TOKEN
BLOCKCHAIN DIVISION
William José San Andrés de la Torre - AKA => “BIG BILLY”
FOUNDER ETV TOKEN (BEP20 & CARDANO)
ETV TOKEN - Native Asset token of Electric Tokenized Vehicles
CEO of Big Labs International SAS BIC
CTO of Big Labs Internationa SAS BIC
Ecuadorian, Blockchain Developer, Engineer in Business Sciences: Banking,
Finance and Business Administration, with a minor in Marketing graduated from the
Universidad Espíritu Santo, Masters in Business Administration specialized in
Transport and Logistics, graduated from the University of Guayaquil, Diploma in
Logistics graduated from the University of Guadalajara, Mexico. Entrepreneur,
Entrepreneur, project developer, Blockchain Certified, Developer, Researcher, 20
Years Experience in finance, logistics, transportation, in addition to 5 years spent in
R&D in Blockchain, Tokenization, Defi, Fintech, NFT’s
Luis Enriquez
Compliance Officer
Information technology lawyer, computer forensic expert and data recovery expert.
Professor at the University of Lille, Foundation pour le droit continental and UTE
University. Coordinator of the cyber rights observatory of the Universidad Andina
Simón Bolívar. CEO Forensika and Foss lawyers.
Franco Valencia
Legal Tech Assistant / Intern at the University of Lille in France
Lawyer, specialist in international and European law; Master in International
Litigation Law from the University of Poitiers. He also has a master's degree in law of
new technologies and digital innovation from the University of Lille.
Diego Saá Angel investor of ETV TOKEN, Musician, Blockchain Developer, Haskell
programming language expert, Blockchain Fundamentalist, Experience and investor
in Crypto Assets since 2014.
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David Ramirez Matamoros - AKA => “eminencia”
Blockchain Backend, Staking Advisor & Developer
linkedin.com/in/davotrade

Backend Blockchain Developer with 5 years of experience, Platform Partner of
Multichain in Ecuador, 2 Copyrights registered with SENADI (National Secretary of
Intellectual Law) in Ecuador. Visionary man with Blockchain startups with platforms
such as Blockbus (Collection of transportation tickets on Blockchain) and CriptoVote
(Electronic Voting based on Blockchain.
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Appendix
Audit defects: Exchange and portfolios
Here is a summary of the current technological failures found based on the audits of the
exchange houses and the wallet.
In the Merkle Tree approach, users must manually report that their balances (user sheet)
have been correctly in the exchange house's liability and liability statement (the Merkle Hash
Exchange database of user balances).
Here are some scenarios in which a fraudulent exchange would exclude accounts and:
●

"Bitdust" accounts - Inactive or slow accounts would reduce the likelihood that
disinterested users would check or report consistently. In some cases, these long
tails of the accounts could represent a significant percentage of the liabilities of the
exchange house.

●

"Whale" attack: there is evidence that large traders of Bitcoin, Ethereum, BNB among
others are operating in various exchanges and moving markets in a significant way.
These Traders must have large reserves of capital in the stock exchanges to execute
orders quickly. Usually, they choose exchange houses that they can "trust." In this
way, they ensure that if liquidity problems or some type of Hacking arise, they have
priority for the outflow of money. In this case, the exchange adtrader could collect the
whales' account balance from the database before it is cashed out.

●

Key rental attack: To pass the audit, a malicious exchange could rent keys from
wallets that it does not own. This would make them appear creditworthy by
increasing their assets without any recognition that those funds were loaned to them.
They could also "borrow" fiat currency to do the same.

●

There are more attacks that are not discussed here.

Achieve Statistical Significance (Reporting Completeness): Even outside of these three
Attack Vectors, a database that has been tampered with may never detect enough numbers
of users who are not validating balances.
The probability that 100% of users verify balance is probably zero, even with a suitable
incentive structure for users to verify.
Therefore, auditors would need statistical tools to make statements about the validity of an
exchange's database. Sample rate, size and other properties. Currently users have no way
of receiving compensation through legal means in case something goes wrong with the
exchange house. For example, when Mt.Gox closed operations, many users may not have
independently recorded their account balances (print screens, self-signed messages, etc.) in
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a way that can conclusively prove the law. compliance that the IOU's of this exchange
actually existed.
Users are at the mercy of the exchange house to somehow post a cable from that hash tree
or original databases.

Limitations of existing Fiat linkage systems
Here is a list of some of the common drawbacks and limitations of existing fiduciary bonding
systems.
●

The systems are based on closed source software, which are run privately and with
centralized databases, fundamentally not different from Paypal or any other existing
mass market. Retail / institutional asset trading / transfer / storage system.

●

Decentralized systems that rely on the altcoin blockchain that have not been tested,
developed, reviewed and audited as thoroughly as other older blockchains such as
Ethereum, BSC, and Bitcoin.

●

Linking processes that are based on hedging of meta derivative assets, efficient
market theory or collateralization of the underlying asset, where liquidity,
transferability, security and other problems may exist, later they become less than the
total value of the asset issued and make the system insolvent This risk is mitigated
by the custodian closing the position before this happens; that is, when the collateral
price equals the fixed price, then the collateral is settled (sold on the open market)
and the positions closed. A great approach, with merit, and used in many liquid
markets throughout the traditional banking and financial markets. However, in the
global balance sheet, situations may arise in which acceleration such as events
cause a "liquidity crisis" and, therefore, guarantees cannot be liquidated quickly
enough to comply with mandatory operations, subsequently creating losses. Small
and volatile, this type of event is much more likely. The approach suffers from other
price and liquidity constraints, as it must provide sufficient supply of users posting
collateral for the linked assets to be created in the first place. In the derivatives
approach, the price of the asset is set by the input of various derivative strategies,
such as: swap strategies, hedges and options strategies, various futures strategies.

Each strategy has its own strengths and weaknesses, the discussion in which we will not
participate here.

In summary, each of these generation processes have a "market risk characteristics" like the
collateralization method mentioned above. It should be noted that the two methods are not
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mutually exclusive and are often paired in a specific trade, hedging. o risk management
functions in the financial institutions of the system.
At last, we understand that we believe that some combination of the above approaches can
become a safe, reliable, and generally risk-free process for backing / linking assets.
As technological advances continue, we will evaluate and incorporate the benefits available.
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